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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: 

Date: 08/13/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page:

ADT - White Supremacist Extremists:

Synopsis: (U) Wade Michael Page
Title: (U) Total Station Survey EC

From: CHICAGO
CG-VC-1

Contact: 

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;
(U) ERT CRIME SCENE DT - ERT CRIME SCENE
- DOMESTIC TERRORISM

Synopsis: (U) Report results of Total Station survey

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Survey Notes

Details:

On August 5, 2012, SA___________ and SA___________ were deployed to Oak Creek, Wisconsin, Milwaukee Division by ERTU in support of a shooting incident resulting in the death of seven individuals at the Sikh Temple Wisconsin, 7512 S. Howell, Oak Creek, WI. SA
___________ and SA___________ assisted the Milwaukee ERT in surveying the crime scene. In addition, the Wisconsin State Trooper Technical Reconstruction Unit (WSTTRU), Trooper___________ and Trooper___________ provided assistance in surveying the scene with shared control points established by Chicago.

WSTTRU provided assistance on 08/05/2012 and 08/06/2012 with both the exterior of the temple and the interior of the temple. On the exterior of the temple, WSTTRU surveyed the general layout of the facility, vehicles in the lot with license plates, and evidentiary

UNCLASSIFIED
items numbered EV1, EV2 and EV111 along with the chalked outline of victim number 1 which was located on the grass on the south side of the driveway leading to the parking lot. Chicago surveyed evidentiary items in the parking lot on 8/5/12. On 8/6/12, WSTTRU surveyed inside the temple for general layout and all evidence that was photographed and collected by MW ERT while Chicago surveyed the remaining evidentiary items on the exterior as well as trajectory evidence for TRU. At the conclusion of 8/6/12, WSTTRU provided electronic files of all survey data to SA[REDACTED] which was combined with Chicago's survey data and sent to OPU via e-mail.

On 8/7/12 and 8/8/12, Chicago surveyed evidence and trajectory data on both the interior and exterior of the temple. All data was transferred to OPU's[REDACTED] and Milwaukee's STI[REDACTED] on 8/09/12 via e-mail. An original copy of all survey files were downloaded on a CD and are placed in Milwaukee's case file under 1B4. Writer requests the Chicago Evidence Control Center transfer 1B4 to the Milwaukee division for chain of custody purposes.
TRIGONOMETRIC FORMULAE

Solution of Right Triangles
For Angle A, \( \sin A = \frac{a}{c}, \cos A = \frac{b}{c}, \tan A = \frac{a}{b}, \sec A = \frac{c}{b}, \cosec A = \frac{c}{a} \)

Given | Required
--- | ---
\( a, b \) | \( A, B, c \) \( \tan A = \frac{a}{b} = \cos B, c = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2} = a \sqrt{1 + \frac{b^2}{a^2}} \)
\( a, c \) | \( A, B, b \) \( \sin A = \frac{b}{c} = \cos B, b = \sqrt{c^2 - a^2} = c \sqrt{1 - \frac{a^2}{c^2}} \)
\( A, a \) | \( B, b, c \) \( B = 90^\circ - A, b = a \cot A, c = \frac{a}{\tan A} \)
\( A, b \) | \( B, a, c \) \( B = 90^\circ - A, a = b \tan A, c = \frac{b}{\cot A} \)
\( A, c \) | \( B, a, b \) \( B = 90^\circ - A, a = c \sin A, b = c \cos A \)

Solution of Oblique Triangles
\( A, B, a \) | \( b, c, C \) \( b = a \sin B, C = 90^\circ - (A + B), c = a \sin C \)
\( A, a, b \) | \( B, c, C \) \( \sin B = a \sin A, C = 180^\circ - (A + B), c = a \sin C \)
\( a, b, C \) | \( A + B = 180^\circ - C, \tan \frac{A}{2} = \frac{\tan \frac{A}{2}}{\tan \frac{B}{2}} \)
\( \tan \frac{C}{2} = \frac{\tan \frac{A}{2}}{\tan \frac{B}{2}} \)
\( a, b, c \) | \( A, B, C \) \( \tan \frac{A}{2} = \sqrt{\frac{b - c}{b + c}}, C = 180^\circ - (A + B) \)
\( a, b, c \) | Area \( \frac{ab \sin C}{2} \), Area \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{a^2 - (b - c)(b + c)} \)
\( A, b, c \) | Area \( \frac{1}{2} \sin A \)
\( A, B, C, a \) | Area \( \frac{1}{2} \sin B \sin C \)
Shared Control Pts
8/5/12

901 - (State Police Use)
902 - cp #5

Started in parking lot

900 - STN
901 - BS/STN
902 - BS/STN

Start evidence #5 @
100 (Surveyed by CG)

WSP started #5 @
2000
(Surveyed cars w/ license plt #5 + layout of parking lot)
Also interior evidence
- Shot 114 (EV8) Offset 2 ft. right of INST.
- Ev 11 (MagS, Mag Holder, Box of Ammo)
- Shot 150 Offset 1 ft. left of INST.
- Shot 159 (72 label 71)
- Shot 182 Offset 1 ft. left of INST.
- Shot 183 Offset 1 ft. left of INST.
- Shot 197 Offset 1 ft. left of INST.
- Change 6 foot BS to 5.5.
- Station 602 5.5
- Shot 210 Offset 2 ft. left of INST.
- 211 OFFSET 13 ft. R.
of D/LST.
- 215 OFFSET 2 ft. R.
of D/LST.
(LAST SHOT ON 8/5)

8/4/2012
- STN 980 5.46
- STN 902 5.33
- 220 3 ft. off ground
  - STN 903
  - STN 904 (FRAME OF TEMPL)
  - STN 905 (" " " "")
- STN 904 (CG OUTSIDE, WP INSIDE)
WSP TOTAL STATION

Trimble System

Files in:

DGN
DXF
TXT
CSV

USE CAD ZONE FOR DRAWING SOFTWARE
Reference Orion Lead b7E

, date of birth, workplace of BENKOWSKI BUILDERS at 1111 Milwaukee Avenue, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, business phone number, was interviewed via telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

According to BENKOWSKI BUILDERS' records, WADE MICHAEL PAGE did not complete an application to lease a property from said company.

BENKOWSKI BUILDERS.

Investigation on 08/13/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012
by b6 b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
On 08/05/2012, Officer [REDACTED] was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling alley located at 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

[REDACTED] was assigned to work the 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM shift on Sunday 08/05/2012. During this shift, he received a radio transmission from [REDACTED] regarding a shooting at a church located near the intersection of Howell Avenue and Rawson. Upon arriving at the location in his marked vehicle, [REDACTED] stopped the vehicle on Howell Avenue in front of the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin, 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin, and proceeded on foot up the hill to the parking lot. As [REDACTED] reached the top of the hill, he observed two officers from South Milwaukee Police Department, believed to be Officer [REDACTED] and Officer [REDACTED] and then sought cover. [REDACTED] observed an unoccupied Oak Creek squad with the rear hatch open. There were three bodies plus the subject on the ground of the parking lot. Along the north perimeter of the parking lot, [REDACTED] observed [REDACTED] and another law enforcement officer dragging two bodies to a point of safety. The bodies were eventually placed on a stretcher/backboard and removed via ambulance.

The parking lot was eventually secured.
Orion Lead

Date of birth, telephone number
home address Wisconsin was interviewed via telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

worked for BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES. noted that he showed WADE MICHAEL PAGE a rental property, located at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin. However, he doesn't recall meeting or interacting with PAGE.

recommended to contact or from BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES for a possible application that PAGE may have completed.

Investigation on 08/11/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 340
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Email Contact List

Date: 08/13/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-I-2
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT – White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) A contact email list was retrieved from subject's email account, jackboot@hotmail.com.

Details:

The following investigation was conducted by Investigative Operations Analyst (IOA) at Milwaukee, Wisconsin on 08/11/2012:

A search was conducted of subject's contact e-mail list, and the following websites are of interest: 

UNCLASSIFIED
Orion lead # b7E

was interviewed at Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

stated for Katz Properties located in South Milwaukee. stated she works

stated she lists the current rental properties on Craigslist and then follows up with customers by scheduling viewings if the units. She stated she maintains a calendar with all the emails and contacts she has with clients and was able to recall the e-mail sent to her by Wade Page. The e-mail was from wpage71@hotmail.com and contained the following message, "I saw your ad on craigslist and would like to set up an appointment to view the condo at Thank you Wade 252-343-0445"

stated she had scheduled to meet with Waded Page to show him the apartment at 12pm on Friday June 6, 2012. She stated Wade Page was a no show. She stated she had no further communication with Wade Page.
On 08/11/2012, [Redacted] and [Redacted] were interviewed at their place of employment, MILWAUKEE PC, located at 5266 S. 27th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221, telephone: (414) 817-8750, fax: (414) 817-8750. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] and [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted] advised that he, [Redacted], and [Redacted] were working at MILWAUKEE PC on 08/04/2012. A check of MILWAUKEE PC's telephone records reflected that MILWAUKEE PC received one telephone call from [Redacted] on 08/04/2012 at approximately 13:46 hours. [Redacted] advised that [Redacted] would have been the employee who answered the aforementioned telephone call via extension 401. [Redacted] added that [Redacted] was not present during the initial interview conducted on 08/08/2012 by FBI Milwaukee Special Agent(s) [Redacted] and [Redacted].

[Redacted] advised that 08/04/2012 was a very busy day and that he did not recall any details regarding the telephonic conversation between himself and WADE MICHAEL PAGE (PAGE) on the aforementioned date; however, [Redacted] added that calls lasting a duration of one minute or less typically involve business hours and/or location of MILWAUKEE PC. Of note, [Redacted] advised that

[Redacted] advised that MILWAUKEE PC accepts used computers for recycling purposes and does not request names of individuals making donations. In addition, [Redacted] advised that MILWAUKEE PC does not typically generate records of donations. Per request of the interviewing
Agent, ________ searched the company store-room for recently donated Dell computer towers. As such, ________ located one Dell computer tower that did not reflect any information pertaining to the previous owner. ________ examined the aforementioned computer tower and discovered that its hard drive was missing; however, ________ made the observation that the aforementioned computer tower contained a graphic card, which would indicate a previous owner interested in gaming. The following serial numbers were documented by the interviewing Agent:

Primary Serial Number: 
Secondary Serial Number(s): 
Graphic Card Serial Number: 
PCI Modem Serial Number: 
PCI Audio Card: 

________ advised that he would retain the aforementioned Dell computer tower until further notice from FBI Milwaukee. ________ and ________ stated that MILWAUKEE PC is willing to cooperate with law enforcement and would be available for additional questions.
Orion Lead # b7E

, date of birth , social security number , cellular phone number

home address Milwaukee, Wisconsin (WI), was interviewed at , located at Milwaukee, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

worked at BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES in Milwaukee, WI. The business was described as a real estate company that made commission off filling vacant rental properties. BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES was located at 1111 Milwaukee Avenue, South Milwaukee, WI. with a telephone number of

WADE MICHAEL PAGE initially contacted through BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES via a phone call or an email from wpage71@hotmail.com to PAGE made three phone calls to BENKOWSKI PROPERTIES and wanted to see two properties, South Milwaukee, WI and South Milwaukee, WI.

South Milwaukee, WI was shown by a co-worker of on or around June 19, 2012. had a telephone number of made a note in his calendar that PAGE was "very interested, but still has several more before making a decision. Took app."

Investigation on 08/11/2012 at South Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/11/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
was supposed to show PAGE South Milwaukee, WI on June 23, 2012, however, he called and canceled said viewing. made a note in her calendar that PAGE "drove in, then called to cancel."

provided the Agents with calendar notes, referencing and her interaction with PAGE. The calendar notes are enclosed.
**FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION**

**Evidence Log**

**Event Title:** (U//FOUO) Copy of CART Images to a Hitachi S/N: 

**Date:** 08/13/2012

**Approved By:**

**Drafted By:**

**Case ID #:** 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

**Acquired By:** on 08/10/2012

**Acquired From:** (U//FOUO) FBI CART Network

**Receipt Given?:** No

**Holding Office:** MILWAUKEE

**Details:**

A request to place CART Images from a Laptop (Identified as QMW2) and an External drive (Identified as QMW3) was completed. The images were placed onto: one (1) Hitachi Serial Number: 

The drive is to be forwarded to:

**FBI**

**Attn:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**UNCLASSIFIED**

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

*serial 375*
Title: (U//FOUO) Copy of CART Images to a Hitachi S/N:

Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/10/2012

1B CART (U//FOUO) Hitachi 1TB S/N: 
Acquired On: 08/10/2012
Receipt Number: 1
Located By: 
Location Area: Milwaukee CART
Specific Location: Milwaukee FBI
Device Type: Mass Storage Device
Number of Devices Collected: 1

**
On Sunday, August 5, 2012, at approximately 7:25 PM, Special Agents (SA) of the FBI's Milwaukee Field Office, Special Weapons and Tactics Team (SWAT), approached Cudahy, Wisconsin, pursuant to a Wisconsin State search warrant. The exterior front windows of the residence were breached and remotely-controlled robots were inserted into the residence to facilitate reconnaissance. SWAT members then observed the interior of the captioned residence in an effort to detect subjects and/or improvised explosive devices (IEDs).

At approximately 7:51 PM, multiple SWAT SAs entered the structure through the front windows while announcing their presence and purpose. The SWAT team cleared and secured all but several small areas in the residence due to potential IED threat(s).

At approximately 8:10 PM, while the SWAT team maintained control of the residence, FBI Special Agent Bomb Technician (SABT) entered the residence and, shortly thereafter, requested additional explosive ordnance disposal team (EOD) resources. At approximately 8:35 PM, Milwaukee Police Department and Milwaukee County Sheriff's Office EOD personnel arrived at the residence and assisted in the clearing/securing of the remainder of the residence.

At approximately 9:11 PM, SWAT Team Leader (TL) declared (to include the basement and detached garage) as cleared and secured. Milwaukee SWAT did not breach and/or enter the lower residence of the building

SWAT SAs involved in the execution of this warrant included:
SWAT SAs maintained control of the residence until the arrival of Milwaukee FBI Evidence Response Team (ERT) personnel.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/13/2012

_______ date of birth_______ who resides at_______ WI, cellular telephone _______ was interviewed at_________ Oak Creek, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, _______ provided the following information:

On 08/05/2012, _______ arrived at the Sikh temple in Oak Creek at approximately 10:00 a.m., with________ They were cooking in the kitchen, when _______ heard a kid rush in and say someone was shooting outside. Everyone in the kitchen area, immediately rushed into the pantry. They stayed in the pantry for approximately two hours, until the police arrived._______ never saw the shooter, and couldn't identity anyone from the photo array.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Four additional victim names added

Date: 08/13/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5
Contact: 

Approved By: 

b6

Drafted By: 

b7c

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Four additional names have been added to this to ensure all victim names have been identified via Sentinel

Details:

Four additional names have been added as Victim/Witnesses to ensure all names have been accounted for via Sentinel:

date of birth (DOB): social security number

home address of: Wisconsin cell phone number workplace phone number

WI

7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, WI 53154 (Temple)

date of birth (DOB): residence address of

WI

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Serial 348
Title: (U) Four additional victim names added
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/13/2012

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/13/2012

The witness, with date of birth [redacted], who resides at [redacted] WI., cellular telephone [redacted] was interviewed at [redacted] Oak Creek, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [redacted] provided the following information:

On 08/05/2013, [redacted] arrived at the Sikh temple in Oak Creek shortly after 7:30 a.m., it was her day to prepare the main meal. While working at the kitchen counter, she looked up and saw an unknown white male, approximately 39-40 years of age rushing toward her pointing a gun. [redacted] heard a loud gun shot, as she immediately turned and ran into the pantry. Once in the pantry, [redacted] realized her foot had been injured from a bullet fragment when the shooter shot at her. Although [redacted] observed the shooter, she was not able to identify anyone from the photo array.

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 249
date of birth who resides at Wisconsin, cellular telephone was interviewed at Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

On the morning of 08/05/2012, arrived at the Sikh temple at approximately 9:30 a.m., while working in the kitchen with several other women, she suddenly heard a child run in saying that someone was shooting a gun. immediately locked the kitchen door, then along with approximately 10 to 12 other women rushed into the pantry. Once inside the pantry, one of the women used her cell phone to call the police. They stayed inside the pantry until the police arrived and escorted everyone to safety. never saw the shooter, and was not able to identify anyone from the photo array.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/09/2012

(U) _________________________ date of birth (DOB) _________________________ social security account number ________________________, was interviewed at his residence, ________________________, Wisconsin, telephone number ________________________ After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, ________________________ provided the following information:

(U) On 08/04/2012 ________________________, was installing CAT 5E coaxial cable throughout the Sikh Temple at 7512 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, WI. ________________________, and ________________________, arrived shortly after 2:00 p.m. and began installing cable for flat screen televisions in the Prayer Hall and Dining Hall. They were there to also run cable for video feeds and computer service. There were not more than a dozen Sikhs there when they arrived. There were women in the kitchen area cooking food. Two priests were in the Prayer Hall, another was in the library and ________________________ noted someone else was in the bedroom section. An unknown white male (UWM) entered the Sikh Temple at about 4:30 p.m. ________________________, noticed this UWM was not wearing any head covering or covering on his shoes like everyone else in the temple including ________________________, and ________________________, said this UWM had a rigid and very aggravated expression on his face and didn't look at ________________________, who was sitting inside at the entrance to the temple. The UWM was average height, medium complexion, stocky in build. He wore a dark colored polo shirt with horizontal stripes with a pair jeans. ________________________, acknowledged that he glanced up to look at this UWM for just a moment and could not recall if the UWM had any tattoos or facial hair or glasses. THE UWM left the temple after five or ten minutes. It was observed by ________________________, that the UWM left in a hurried fashion. In retrospect ________________________, advised he had not paid any attention to what the UWM was doing or exactly what areas in the temple he may have wandered through. ________________________, did not see the UWM at any time.

(U) ________________________, followed media coverage of the shooting at Sikh Temple the following Sunday morning of 08/05/2012. When the media eventually provided the identity of and a photograph of the fatally wounded shooter, ________________________, immediately recognized the image was of the UWM he had encountered at the temple the day before. ________________________, articulated that, with almost absolute certainty, the UWM and WADE MICHAEL PAGE are one and the same person.

Investigation on 08/08/2012 at ________________________, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MM-2440609 Date drafted 08/09/2012

by ________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 3961
(U) A very detailed sketch and outline of the work was hired to perform was provided. He seemed very confident and unequivocal in his recollection of events on 08/04/2012.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/13/2012

Orion Lead b7E

date of birth phone number

home address

Wisconsin was interviewed at said residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

helped show apartments called BADGER PLACE APARTMENTS. He volunteered his time to show an apartment for the management company. LIFETIME, the BADGER PLACE APARTMENTS was located at 12645 West Townsend Street, Brookfield, Wisconsin with a phone number of (262) 227-4532.

and WADE MICHAEL PAGE exchanged phone calls before PAGE visited the apartment complex on or around June 22, 2012. showed PAGE and PAGE appeared to be interested in renting a unit at the BADGER PLACE APARTMENTS. gave PAGE an application, however, he never returned or dropped off a deposit. recommended contacting to check on the status of the leasing application.

PAGE appeared to be normal with no odd characteristics. He drove a 1994-1999 red metallic GMC pick-up truck with a red cap. PAGE was clean cut and made good eye contact when he spoke to .

date of birth was interviewed via telephone at After being advised of the identity of the

Investigation on 08/13/2012 at Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

PAGE did not submit a leasing application. would have remembered, because she had a relative with the last name of PAGE (no relation).
date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at her residence, CA. In addition, TFO and TFO were present in case other individuals were at the residence or arrived during the interview. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

is currently employed with and provided a personal cell phone number of

was informed the purpose of the interview was to gain information regarding WADE MICHAEL PAGE. stated she didn't know PAGE "at all." She had seen the news and didn't associate with people with crazy ideas. was shown a non-descriptive picture of . stated it looks like said she might and didn't communicate with her. didn't know true name or if she was associated with white supremacists.

Agents asked if knew any HAMMERSKINS. stated she didn't know any HAMMERSKINS now, but Agents asked about stated she met about one year ago. didn't know if was associated with HAMMERSKINS.

Agents asked about responded that she met one time at a mutual friends about a month ago.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Continuation of FD-302 of Interview of, On 08/07/2012, Page 2 of 2

There was but stated she was asked the name of the mutual friend, but she didn't want to "throw anyone under the bus."

Agents asked if stated she also said she

Agents informed that it was a federal crime to make false statements to Federal Agents. Agents asked if she would like to change any of her answers and she responded "no," but she wished she could have been of more help.
Don't know at all.

Associate at

Maybe I'm 'in a bad mood'.

Post - looser?

Don't know if his edition will

Met one time at night's party last month ago.

People are crazy, you

Use in order

Don't care if I'm associated with others.
Don't want to throw away with butt.
was interviewed at California. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

approximately one year ago, said was a at a somewhere in the vicinity of

said was a guy with temper issues, a very misleading guy, and was also said she remembered had many tattoos but there was one she remembered specifically. had a tattoo of

Last heard, moved somewhere said she would provide agent contact information and have call when she returned home from work.

After a review of law enforcement databases it was noted had a current address of California,
(At work)

Will call tonight

At home

A year

Misleading

Gay

Temper issues

Tattoo of

Other tattoos
CHILD VICTIM/WITNESS IDENTITY INFORMATION

(PROTECT IDENTITY), date of birth, cellular phone number, home address, was interviewed at

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

date of birth, is a patched WESTERN HAMMERSKIN (WHS) member and in

WADE MICHAEL PAGE. did not interact with PAGE because

PAGE and his band Definite Hate

stated PAGE but would not speak with law enforcement or be truthful about knowing PAGE.

believes PAGE was acting alone because if he was acting on behalf of the Hammerskins, he would have made it known. stated believes if the WHS or the NORTHWEST HAMMERSKINS (NWHS) had known what PAGE was planning they would have tried to stop him. Hammerskins from the South tend to be more violent and was not so sure the Hammerskins from the Florida area would have tried to stop him.

were just "skinheads" at that time.

was associated with the groups VOLKSFONT, GREENPARTY, STORMFRONT, and the THIRD PARTY. would talk about violence and a

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Investigation on 08/10/2012 at United States (In Person)
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
desire to separate from the current government and form their own
government sympathetic to the white race. They are extremely violent and
were very political, they were very angry and would talk about violence and hate, but
were more interested in trying to change the political
system than acting out violently. They wanted to elect politicians
sympathetic to their beliefs so the races could be separate and the whites
could live in peace and raise their offspring.

[Writer's Note: stated HAMMERSKIN children were commonly referred to
as "offspring".]

were other
skinheads would run around with. does not believe
currently follow the white supremacist lifestyle
since

[writer's note: could not recall the address of
residence or but would be able to show Agents where both
are located.]
supremacist lifestyle. _______ started attending Hammerskin events in the Northwest and would _______ have (ph), _______ was eventually made a patched member. _______ aka _______ was a Hammerskin member but eventually stopped living the lifestyle and gave up her patch.

[writer's note: _______ was asked to clarify if _______ was actually a patched member because women are not allowed to be "patched" Hammerskin members. _______ stated _______ believes _______ obtained her patch before the rule was changed so that women aren't allowed to be patched members.] _______ 

stated the only other illegal activity _______ was aware of was _______
Continuation of FD-302 of Interview of [Redacted], On 08/10/2012, Page 5 of 7

member. [writer's note: [Redacted] are known to be [Redacted] and will be further identified as such.]

[Redacted] is not a member

also said believes does not have a steady job but does

stated is a NEO NAZI type skinhead and
stated the Hammerskins are a world-wide organization with 13 different groups, seven in the United States and six in other countries. Hammerskin members travel across the country and all over the world to attend Hammerskins events and get-togethers. Hammerskin members from other countries will fly in on one coast, road trip across the country meeting and staying with other Hammerskin members along the way, and then fly back home from the opposite coast.

Because of all the travel and communication between the Hammerskin groups, all the members know all the other members. believes because of this, the Hammerskins probably know something about and believes they have to know something about it.

drew a layout which will be maintained in the 1A section of this case file.

also said if you are associated with a skinhead group, you are basically removed from society so it becomes very easy to start believing what other skinheads are saying because this is all you know.
continued to say HAMMERSKINS do not believe in using drugs or committing crimes. However, if they did commit a crime it would more than likely be very violent. The HAMMERSKIN way would be to disappear from the area after such an incident until the heat blows over.

provided cell phone number may have more than one phone. has been known to use a prepaid phone which he uses

advised is also available for additional interviews and can be contacted by cellular telephone should investigators have more questions.

provided and other Hammerskins. Copies of these files will be maintained in the 1A section of this case file.
08/10/2012 @ 11:30 AM

Nob Front, Green Party, Street Front
3rd Party

Want to separate from Government,
Would talk about violence
13 DIFFERENT GROUPS, ALL OVER THE WORLD.
Fly in at one coast, travel across country and fly out from other coast.

Knowing

Everyone the NHWS who knows each other.

Wade would have made it known if he was acting for the nation. Nation would have known.
WAS PATCHED

INVOLVED WITH WORKS FROM STORM FRONT 3RD PARTY

DISCUSSIONS OF PRESERVING THE RACE GETTING SOMEONE IN OFFICE TO STAND UP FOR THEM
As a HS, you are removed from society

As does not believe in drugs/crime

When they do commit a crime, it is violent

Then they leave...
He would want the Western side of U.S.

Western he knew everything going on in Washington State.

Didn't believe Wade did his act for the gang because he didn't make any statement.
Title: (U) Authorization for polygraph  Date: 08/14/2012

To: 

From: CHICAGO
CG-CT-2
Contact: 

Approved By: A/SSA  

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists; 

Synopsis: (U) To approve authorization to polygraph 

Reference: 266N-MW-2440609 Serial 354 

Administrative Notes: (U) ORION Lead 

Details:

On 08/12/2012, FBI-Milwaukee sent FBI-Chicago a priority ORION lead, stating the following:

Conduct Logical Investigation or Analysis. offered to do anything, including submit to a polygraph examination, to prove his truthfulness on having nothing to do with the shooting and having no information about the shooting. Coordinate a polygraph for where he is asked 1) did have any prior knowledge
Title: (U) Authorization for polygraph
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/13/2012

of the shooting or did he assist in any way, 2) does blank have any knowledge of individuals who assisted in the shooting or who are planning on any further violence.

On 08/13/2012, SA blank reached blank at telephone number blank agreed to be polygraphed at 7:00am, 08/14/2012, at the FBI-Chicago North Resident Agency located at 1600 Golf Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois.

1. The proposed examinee is not a prominent or controversial figure.

2. The examinee does not have any known medical or mental disabilities to preclude examination via the polygraph.

3. The examinee is not in custody.

4. The polygraph examination is not being employed as an initial screening technique or as a substitute for logical investigation.

5. There is no known reason to believe that administration of the polygraph examination will jeopardize any current or future investigation or prosecution.

++

UNCLASSIFIED

2
known hereinafter as date of birth
was interviewed at his residence located at After being advised of the official identities of
the interviewing agents, provided the following information:

stated that he did not know WADE PAGE or

said that he was not a Hammerskin. stated that he does not go around the
members of the Hammerskins too often.

did know PAGE;

stated that he had met years ago.

was not sure if was affiliated with any white supremacist
organization. stated that does not have any visible
tattoos, but that

stated that

United States (In Person)

266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
stated that he learned that the man who did the shooting was WADe PAGE two to three days after the shooting, but that reiterated that he did not know PAGE.

stated that on Sunday night (8/5/2012), drove
stayed the night at and returned home on Monday (8/6/2012).
**FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION**

**Evidence Log**

**Event Title:** (U) Generic Camera System DVR, serial number 63372430

**Date:** 08/14/2012

**Approved By:** A/SSA 

**Drafted By:**

**Case ID #:** 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

**Acquired By:** on 08/05/2012

**Acquired From:** (U) ITS-FE  
FBI - Milwaukee  
330 E. Kilbourn Ave  
Suite 600  
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

**Receipt Given?:** No

**Holding Office:** MILWAUKEE

**Details:**

Generic Video System DVR, serial number 63372430

**Item Type**   **Description**
1B CART (U) Generic Camera System DVR, serial number 63372430

**Acquired On:** 08/05/2012

**Located By:**

**Location Area:** Sikh Temple, Howell Ave, Oak Creek, WI

**Specific Location:** North Office off Atrium

**Device Type:** Desktop Computer

**Number of Devices Collected:** 1

---

**UNCLASSIFIED**

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Generic Camera System DVR, serial number 63372430
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

★★
DATE OF BIRTH (DOB), was interviewed at
After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the
following information:

He has been

To the best of his knowledge, there are no
Hammerskins currently in . However, the Outlaw Hammerskins do
have a presence in primarily the

He was aware of the shootings that took place at the Sikh Temple in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, but hadn't heard anything regarding the shooter's
affiliation to a white supremacy group. He did speak to an individual by
the name of "Wade" in the summer of 2011. He knew "Wade" as a member of
HSN, the Hammerskin Nation. He had "Wade" programmed into his cellular
phone address book as "Wade (HSN)". He described his phone
contact with "Wade" (MICHAEL WADE PAGE) as minimal. He explained his
contact with PAGE was prompted after hanging out and discussing Supreme
White Alliance (SWA) matters. He and
PAGE spoke briefly about the SWA and PAGE told him wasn't "Ok" with the
SWA. Since that time,

He viewed a photograph of PAGE, and identified four subjects (see attached photo and
identification labels provided in 1A).

Investigation on 08/10/2012 at United States (In Person, Phone)
File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/13/2012
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
At approximately 6:45am, 08/14/2012, [redacted] spoke telephonically with Special Agent [redacted]. [redacted] informed SA [redacted] that after speaking with his lawyer, he would decline participation of a polygraph examination which was scheduled for 7am that morning. [redacted] stated his lawyer advised him that a polygraph was an inexact process, and that [redacted] should let his previous statement be the sole record. [redacted] reiterated he told the interviewing agents the truth during his 8/10/2012 interview, but wished to follow the advise of legal counsel.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/09/2012

[Blank] date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at the office of his attorney. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [Blank] provided the following information:

Attorney [Blank] telephonically contacted Special Agent (SA) [Blank] earlier the same afternoon and advised his client, [Blank] wanted to cooperate with the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI). [Blank] agreed to have his client available for interview at his office at 4:00 p.m., that afternoon. [Blank] asked if the agents would mind if he sat in on the interview. There was no objection to [Blank] presence.

At the beginning of the interview [Blank] explained that he was representing [Blank] in a [Blank] matter, and had instructed [Blank] to not give any statements without him present. [Blank] explained this was why his client would not talk to agents when he was approached on August 6, 2012 on [Blank].

[Blank] was shown a photograph of WADE MICHAEL PAGE and asked if he knew this individual. [Blank] identified him as WADE PAGE. [Blank] first met PAGE in late 1995 or early 1996 while [Blank] in the United States Army (USA), at Fort Bragg, NC. While [Blank] their barracks rooms were [Blank] other. At the time, PAGE was a Specialist (E-4) and [Blank] was a [Blank].

[Blank] Again they were assigned barracks rooms [Blank] other. About that time PAGE was promoted to Sergeant and served as the Assistant Team Leader [Blank] advised that PAGE watched out for him, ensuring that [Blank] did the extra physical and academic work to advance and be successful in the Army.

Investigation on 08/08/2012 at United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/09/2012
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In 1997 and 1998 PAGE would go out for a beer when they first met but that PAGE began to drink more. PAGE advised that during this time frame, PAGE was sent to "Adapts" (phonetic), an USA drug and alcohol counseling program. PAGE advised he believed PAGE was referring to an USA drug and alcohol counseling program known as ADAFPCP. PAGE told PAGE that he did not have a drinking problem.

PAGE was reduced in rank to E-4 around this time, which coincided with PAGE's chain of command. This change caused a few rough spots for their relationship, but they remained friends.

PAGE was discharged from the USA in approximately 1998. PAGE does not know the circumstances surrounding PAGE's discharge or the type of discharge he received. PAGE believes PAGE's discharge was related to PAGE's drinking.

After leaving the USA, PAGE traveled to the western United States and expressed an interest in becoming a mechanic. PAGE maintained contact with PAGE via the mail during his travels.

From approximately 2002-2003 through approximately 2007-2008, PAGE because of the money problems PAGE was having at the time. PAGE during this time period and as a result does not recall the exact periods PAGE

In approximately 2007-2008, PAGE got his own house on Doc Bennett Road, Fayetteville, NC, near the Fayetteville Regional Airport and a racetrack. PAGE had obtained a job as a long haul truck driver around this time, which allowed him to purchase the house. PAGE advised PAGE had when he first began working as a long haul truck driver.

Sometime between 2008 and 2010, PAGE got a DUI.
had told that PAGE was really letting himself go and drinking a lot before the DUI arrest. She asked to talk to PAGE about it. talked to PAGE about his drinking more than once. Sometimes PAGE acknowledged he needed to slow down, other times he denied having a problem.

When asked if PAGE used other drugs, replied, "Not that I know of." then told of visiting PAGE began discussing getting high. asked PAGE about it and PAGE told him that he didn't like it, but these guys might smoke dope. told PAGE advised that PAGE expressed a dislike for drugs. He also advised who brought up getting high, was not white. believed he might have been part Indian (Native American).

PAGE always had musical equipment. He talked about all kinds of music and talked of wanting to make his own band. PAGE talked about the white power music scene. believes PAGE would have played with anyone who would let him be in their band.

PAGE talked to about the personal drama between white power band members. PAGE said that some white power band members were talented enough to play anywhere but because of the nature of music couldn't play elsewhere. He said other white power band members had no talent and could not play anywhere else.

advised his interactions with PAGE were in person or by telephone. did not have an E-mail address for PAGE, but advised that he probably had it in 2010. was asked if he recalled an E-mail address using the name "jackboot." He did not.

advised that shortly after (which he recalled as occurring in ), he called PAGE and told he could not have any further contact with him. explained PAGE said he understood, told to do what he needed to do PAGE said not to feel bad. He told

PAGE also told during this call that he was losing his house because he could not make the payments. He said he lost his job because of a DUI. PAGE also talked about making his band, END APATHY. PAGE was
enthusiastic about the band and music, but he seemed depressed about his monetary situation.

advised last saw PAGE in August 2010. advised that to the best of his knowledge he and have had no contact with PAGE since then.
did not know much about PAGE's when he had his own house. did not know her name.

Between 2003-2007 PAGE "hung out" with last name unknown (LNU) who worked with PAGE at CAPE FEAR HARLEY DAVIDSON (CFHD); Fayetteville, NC. PAGE said assumed because they hung out a lot.

While PAGE was in the western United States, between approximately 1998 and 2002, PAGE said he was going to whose name may have been (phonetic) LNU. PAGE later found out

PAGE worked at CFHD from approximately 2002 through 2005. He was not a mechanic but did do something in maintenance, possibly in the parts area. PAGE liked working at CFHD, until over PAGE. PAGE was very upset about this. does not know if PAGE quit or if something happened relating to the over PAGE and PAGE was fired.

which was the same time he ended contact with PAGE. with PAGE. provided PAGE's cellular telephone number as

advised PAGE's mother died of Lupus when PAGE was a young teen. PAGE "freaked out" about hospitals because of the time he spent in the hospital with his mother. PAGE called

PAGE's was unknown to PAGE did not get along with (name unknown). As a teenager PAGE stayed outside the home because he was not wanted in the house. PAGE did not like PAGE never married, and had no kids. PAGE loved PAGE talked about could not recall if
PAGE had [blank]. He thought [blank] name may have been [blank] (phonetic). PAGE had an uncle he liked (name unknown). The uncle died in approximately 2005 - 2006.

[blank] advised a lot of times you could tell stuff bothered PAGE and he would get agitated and say I don't want to talk about it.

PAGE did talk with [blank] about politics. PAGE did mention racist views. He disliked Blacks and Jews. PAGE felt both the Israelis and the Palestinians were bad, but felt the Israelis were more heavy handed and did not use proportionality in fighting on the West Bank. PAGE felt the Palestinians were brave for standing up to the Israelis, but were bad for killing Americans. PAGE felt Muslims were not appreciative of American assistance to Afghanistan to defeat the Soviets.

When [blank] first met PAGE, it seemed PAGE could interact with people of other races, but by the 2007 to 2008 time frame, PAGE would shut down socially in the company of other races.

PAGE had never mentioned Sikhs to [blank]. said PAGE would have known the difference between Sikhs and Muslims because of his PSYOPS training and because of PAGE's general reading.

PAGE was generally against immigration. He felt America did not need more immigrants. PAGE felt that everyone who had immigrated to America after a certain time (perhaps the Civil War) should return to their native lands. PAGE felt Liberia was a good political entity and would be preferable for African American relocation.

PAGE's military duties were in PSYOPS. Previously he had a job in the USA which had to do with missiles. The missile system was changing and therefore PAGE moved to PSYOPS. PAGE received only the standard weapons training for a PSYOPS soldier.

PAGE went to USA language school for Spanish. Following the school he had only limited Spanish ability which [blank] evaluated as "1+, 1+.

PAGE had a familiarity with White Supremacist (WS) groups. PAGE liked Skinhead organizations but did not like the NA. [blank] thinks the NA may have turned PAGE down as a member possibly because of PAGE's drinking. PAGE felt the NA was too academic. He made negative comments about the NA being too academic or too "egg head." [blank] was not familiar with skinhead groups, but PAGE did talk about the differences between skinhead sub groups.

When asked about PAGE's ideologies or beliefs, [blank] responded by
saying PAGE wanted to be around white people, more accurately, PAGE did not want to be around people who were not white. He liked to be by himself.

When asked about PAGE's WS associates, [Redacted] advised PAGE had mentioned [Redacted] a guy named [Redacted] also knew PAGE associated with skinheads but did not know the names of any of these skinheads. [Redacted] had heard PAGE mention the Hammerskins, but had no additional information regarding the Hammerskins.

[Redacted] could not think of any reason why PAGE would attack the Sikh community or any other group. PAGE had expressed dislike of Blacks and Jews before, but had never expressed violent ideation toward them.

[Redacted] advised PAGE had a lot of tattoos. PAGE told him the tattoos were associated with an 80's punk rock band, "Gore."

The only other military person [Redacted] was aware of who might have an association or relationship with PAGE was [Redacted] (phonetic). PAGE knew [Redacted] in the USA. [Redacted] does not know where [Redacted] is now. PAGE visited [Redacted] before September 11, 2001. [Redacted] did not think [Redacted] was a WS.

[Redacted] has no idea why PAGE attacked the Sikhs. They had previously talked in the context of their military service that to shoot a woman or to shoot anyone in the back was unmanly. [Redacted] heard reports that PAGE had shot a Sikh woman in the back during the attack, and he was having a hard time understanding PAGE's actions. In addition, PAGE had previously expressed to [Redacted] his respect for people who protect others to include police. [Redacted] cannot square that PAGE shot a police officer helping a victim during the attack. [Redacted] does not know what could have caused PAGE to do what he did.

[Redacted] advised that on Saturday, August 4, 2012, he was at his

residence in

[Redacted] advised his neighbor, [Redacted] who lives across the street may be able to verify he was home. On Sunday, August 5, 2012, [Redacted] was with [Redacted] telephone number [Redacted] has never been to Wisconsin. His most recent trip

2012.
expressed his willingness to speak with agents again in the future regarding PAGE if additional questions arose. Attorney requested that agents contact him to arrange any further interviews, but expressed no objection to further interview regarding this matter.

is described as follows from interview and observation:

Race: White
Sex: Male
Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth: 
Social Security Account Number: 
Address: 
Telephone Numbers: Home mobile 
E-mail Address: 

WP's mom died of lupus when he was young. WP freaked out when he had to be in a hospital.

As a teenager, WP stayed elsewhere because he wasn't wanted in the house.

WP married, no kids. He loved his wife but didn't like kids.

WP talked about (couldn't recall if) saying by weren't close. Maybe had an uncle he liked (died 2005-2006 not sure).
A lot of times you could tell stuff bothered him, he'd get agitated and say I don't want to talk about it.

1997 - 1998

- Began to drink more
  - "ADAPC" to "ADAPCO"
  - "ADAPC" → DRUG/ACC. COUNSELING
  - Told he didn't have drinking problem - He denied it
  - Reduced to E-4 around same time

- Rough spots but remained E-4.

- Discharged in ~1998
  - Wasn't a discharge which
  - Believes his DISM was related to his drinking
Left USA to travel out West, expressed int in B'own + mech
- Maintain loose cuts via USCG

[Box]
WP

3/4 of # issues WP was during times

WP doesn't recall exact dates/times.

2007/2008 - WP got his own house on Doc Bennett Rd. (near airport/occ) used his long mail took to boy house.

WP when 1st started tax due 2008

2008 (2008-2010) WP got due
CPT got due

Told CPT was really let him down. So I drank a lot.

To talk to CPT about it.

CPT acknowledged he did need to slow down but other times he denied he had a problem.

Did he use other drugs - not what kind of

Other guy discussed.

He didn't like it but those guys mite.

Smk dope.

Expressed dislike for drugs.

CPT was white but part Indian.

Always had musical group.

Talked about all kinds of music.

To make his own band.
Talked at W.P. Music Scene. But he could've played w/ anybody who'd let him b. in his band.

Talked at Pres Drama Own W.P. Blind Members.
- Said some boys were rejected b/c of nature of music couldn't play elsewhere
- Some W.P. Musicians had no talent so couldn't play elsewhere.

Personal visits / Phone calls
- Contact w/ [WP]

Doesn't have [WP]'s email address.
- Probably did it in 2010 shortly after

[WP] called [WP] and explained his situation
ALSO TALKED ABT

LOST JOB DUE TO DUE

SAID HE UNDERSTOOD - TOLD HIM
TO DO WHAT U NEED 2 DO

DON'T FEEL BAD
UR DOING BTR THAN ME.

LAST SAW HIM AUG 2018
TO KNOW THEY HAD NO
FURTHER CONTACT

(upiter) TALKED ABT MAKN HIS BAND
END APATHY
(upiter) ENTHUSIASTIC
ABT THE BAND 2 MUSIC SEEMED
DEPRESSED ABT W/ $
WEP's CELL #

WEP TALKED W/ NOT POLITICS.
WEP MENTIONED RACIST VIEWS
- DISLIKE OF BLACKS/JEWS
- JEWS/RAISIN WERE BOTH OK
- BUT ISRAELI HATED HARRIED (I DIDN'T
USE PROFANITY IN FIRST place)
- RAC HATE FOR STATION UP TO ISL
- MUSLIMS 4 KILL AMERICANS
- MUSLIMS NOT RELIABLE OF US
HATE TO RAC AGAINST SOUL
- WHEN THEY 1ST MEET 4 SOME MED.
could socially interact w/ people
of other races.
- BY 2007/8 TIME FRAME HE WOULD
socially shut up in co of other
races
(4) We mentioned Sikhs by.

(5) Generally against immigration.
America didn't need more immigrants.
After a certain time immigrants should
go back to their country of origin.
Perhaps everyone who immigrated
post CIV war should return to native
lands.

Felt Liberia was a good political
entity I would preferable for
Afr Afr re-location.

Did (5) know the difference?
Sikhs & Muslims?
Yes, believes this
b/c of his teachers' teaching & experience.
And his general reading too.

(6) In duties, pistols (previously had
a job which had to do with missiles,
missile system was changing: move
to pistols.
We are the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
I was the true for 30 years. Solon who
specific ideologies or beliefs?

WANTED TO BE ARMED W/ PEOPLE
MORE ACCURATELY DRIED WANTED TO
BE ARMED PEOPLE WHO Weren't WILY
LIKED TO BE BY HIMSELF

(AM I ASSOCIATED
MENTIONED PLAY MUSIC W/ GUY NAMED

[ ] (LN)

DOESN'T KNOW NAMES BUT KNO'S THAT
HE ASSOC. W/ SKINHEADS.

[ ] CAN'T THINK OF ANY REASON WHY HE'D
ATTACK SIKH COMMUNITY OR ANY OTHER
GROUP. — SIKHS — NO 1672
— HAS EXPRESSED DISLIKE OF
BLK'S & JEWS — NO VIO
10 EATION.

[ ] TATTOOS — HE HAS A LOT.

[ ] SAID THIS ASSOCIATED W/ PUNK ROCK 80'S
BAND "GORE"

[ ] HAS HEARD (WP) MENTION HAMMER
SKINS, KNO'S DIFF SKIN/HO GROUPS HAT
DIFF — DOESN'T KNOW DIFF
FOR PEOPLE WHO PROTECT OTHER PEOPLE
AWARE OF OTHER MILITARY FOLKS

OUT OF USA BY 2001

DOESN'T KNOW WHERE HE IS NOW

WENT 2 VISIT HIM IN C

BY 9/11

ONLY GUY (W) STILL TALKED TO

Fm USA TO KNOW

DOESN'T THINK WAS A (WEG)

NO IDEA WHY HE DID IT.

HAS PREVIOUSLY TALKED & SAW THAT SHOOTING A WOMAN IS TO SHOOT ANYONE IN THE BACK IS UNMANNY.

HEARD THAT (W) SHOT A WOMAN IN THE BACK & NOW A DIFFICULT TIME UNDERSTANDING

(OK) HAD PREV. RESPECTED RESPECT FOR PEOPLE WHO PROTECT OTHER PEOPLE
To include police. (can't square that w/ the guy he knew (refer to shooting. police off who was here n involved person, who (shot repeatedly)).

Doesn't know what could've caused him to do that.

8/15
SUNDAY → was with

SATURDAY 8/14: → at house
ACROSS STREET NEIGHBOR

PHN #
NEVER BEEN TO WISCONSIN.

END 6:43 PM
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Request RA interview of

Date: 08/14/2012

From: PHILADELPHIA

PH

Contact: SA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: SA

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/FOC) Request interview of

regarding possible links to WI Sikh Temple
shooter, WADE MICHAEL PAGE

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Photo of

Details:

Philadelphia Division JTF, was informed by Richmond
Division FBI that DOB

may have personal knowledge of the Sikh Temple shooter, WADE
MICHAEL PAGE. claimed

PAGE and Hammerskins white supremacy

stated that he had known PAGE and implied

that he may have some insight to PAGE's motivations.

expressed a willingness to speak to agents regarding PAGE,
whom he claims he has known He was very cautious
Title: (U) Request RA interview of
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

about speaking to anyone regarding this situation

It is unclear at this point what motivations may have for speaking with the FBI.

++

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Search of __________ Date: 08/14/2012

To:

Approved By: SSA __________

Drafted By: __________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Acquired By: __________ on 08/06/2012

Acquired From: (U) Wade Michael Page

Cudahy, Wisconsin

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On 8/5/12 conducted a search of __________ Cudahy, Wisconsin.

Item Type  Description
1B General (U) (1) Large paper bag containing boxes and books
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Receipt Number: 1
Located By: __________
Other Locator: __________
Location Area: alley
Specific Location: garbage

1B General (U) (2) Paper bag containing clothing receipts and papers.

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title:  (U) Search of
Re:  266N-MW-2440609, 08/13/2012

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Receipt Number: 2

1B CART
(U) (3) numerous DVDs with various titles and a set of headphones
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Receipt Number: 3
Located By: 
Location Area: alley
Specific Location: garbage

1B General
(U) (5) Readers glasses
(6) notebook pad and mail
(7) receipt
(8) keys
(10) burnt papers
(11) Blue jeans
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Receipt Number: 5,6,7,8,10,11
Located By: 
Other Locator: SA
Location Area: residence
Specific Location: interior

1B General
(U) (9) paper bag containing personal paperwork
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Receipt Number: 9
Located By: 
Other Locator: 
Location Area: Alley
Specific Location: garbage
On 08/14/2012, SA released wallet with its content to Oak Creek Police Department, 301 W. Ryan Road, Oak Creek, Wisconsin 53154, telephone number. The FD-597 will be put in the 1-A section of the file.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Receipt for Property Received/Returned/Released/Seized

File # 766N - mw - 2440609

On (date) 08/14/2012

(Name)

(Street Address) 301 W. Kilbourn Rd.

(City) OAK CREEK, WI 53154

Description of Item(s): The following items were removed from the pants of

held by the Milwaukee Police Department

(Bag 47) and turned over to the FBI - Milwaukee, on 08/13/2012:

1. One Brown Wallet

2. Four one dollar bills US

3. Wisconsin Driver's License, WI

Received By: 

Received From:
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Import Form

Form Type: 
Title: (U) 
Approved By: 
Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) 
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